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Finally:
A Chance

Where Is
Cleanest Navel

For Students

On Campus?

See Page 2
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lobbs Has Praise for China;
teds Making Renl Progress

Lisa Hobbs, staff reporter for
in Francisco Examiner, inauguted the 1966-67 Celebrity Series
;t Monday night with a frank
d entertaining report on Red
lina as she saw it just 18
Dnths ago.
The provacative Series Opener
is highlighted by some revealcolor slides which were shot
hind the mythical Bamboo
irtain.
Mrs. Hobbs successfully crossinto China with a small and
ther insignificant group of Auslian tourists fully aware that
; was traveling on borrowed
le. The native Australian posas a Sydney housewife as
j nerican correspondents are abutely forbidden by the Cominist regime.
Thus, the six-year veteran of
Hearst Organization became
first American staff reporter
enter Red China in ten years,
'here is still some question as
the exact moment that the
y's true identity was discoverbut a certain Australian
vel agent has received stearn
rnings from Chinese officials.
evertheless,. the undaunted
s. Hobbs not only completed
tour, but successfully reened Hong Kong with her story
lid twenty rolls of undeveloped

A full description of her 3146ek adventure has been publish:( in three languages. I Saw Red
Ijlina (McGraw-Hill) is now in
s fourth printing.

Mrs. Hobbs describes herself
as a trained observer who is
obligated to report the facts "as
I see, feel and hear them." She
prepared herself for the trip with
a rigorous diet of Chinese history
and philosophy, classical and
contemporary, in order to estab
lish some criteria for observation
and comparison.
The brief tour covered (on a
surprisingly-open basis) only six
of the nine cities which are open
to foreigners.
She makes no
claims for anything she didn't
see. Neither does she pretend
to be an expert.
But what emerges is a markedly
new and different picture of
China than is seen anywhere else
in the American Press. This has
been openly acknowledged not
only by Secretary of State Rusk
and Sen. Wm. Fullbright, but the
Chinese Communists who have
read the book "with pleasure"
and found it to be an objective
report.
The fact is that the Chinese
people are satisfied and devoted
(for the most part, it seems) to
their government which has defi
nitely improved the lot of the
common man. But this can never
be "judged by our standards".
Mrs. Hobbs was clearly struck
by the cleanliness of the streets,
absence of beggars, and the ap
parently fine health of the peo
ple, especially children. She is
qualified to make such compari
sons because of her intimate
(Continued on Page 7)

Noticed a difference in the size of your classes
this year? 270 transfer students, as well as
649 entering freshmen, have swelled Pacific's
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Do Tiger Pills Really Cost $66,000?

West Memorial Infirmary re
sides on a campus numbering
1825 resident students, but with
adequate facilities to serve only
821.
'This somewhat startling
fact was the basis for a recent
probe into the facts and figures
supporting the campus sick bay.
The infirmary was built in
1926, and no major additions
have been made since that time.
On the other hand, student
health fees have risen from $5
per student per semester, to the
current #18. Total receipts for
health fees should then approxi
mate #66,672 for academic year
1966-67.
What exactly does the student
health fee cover?
As for the
physical characteristics of the in
firmary, it has one office which is
shared by all the nurses, bed
space for nine patients, refrigera
tion for medicine only, no cook
ing facilities, no intercom, and no

Presents
Sorority Presents is set for this
Sunday afternoon at 2 p.m. This
annual event, sponsored by the
Panhellenic Committee, is the
formal presentation of all the
sorority pledges. All UOP stu
dents and faculty, as well as
friends and relatives are invited
to attend. All sororities are hav
ing open house and are serving
refreshments.

population. Above is Professor Mclntyre's Rus
sian History class in the Art Center. What hap
pened to intimate classes? (See story p. 7)

air conditioning. The total area
of the building is 8300 square
feet.
There are two nurses on duty
during the day and one at night.
Two physicians are available by
appointment only. A student can

remain a patient in the infirmary
for two weeks.
Thereafter, a
charge of #2.50 per day is made.
Meals are carried over from An
derson Dining Hall for students
with meal tickets. Surgery, den
tal, and eye care are the respon
sibility of the individual student.

How many students know what
they pay in standard fees for In
firmary service?
The Weekly surveyed a ran
dom sample of 120 students in
five residence halls and discover
ed (1) that 82 per cent were un
able to say what they pay per
semester; (2) several thought the
University provided cost - free
service; (3) some said their par
ents paid the bill and hadn't any
idea; (4) many thought it was
built in tuition costs; and (5) one
student guessed (seriously) that
the fee was "about #200."
In the same survey (5.4 per
cent of the student body), only
45 per cent could say h®w much
they paid for a PSA card.

The infirmary will dispense
cold pills ("tiger" pills) and anti
biotics, for which UOP pays less
than 2/3 of the retail cost. Ac
cording to Dr. Ivan Rowland,
head of the School of Pharmacy,
tiger pills are pac-phenacetin,
aspirin, and caffeine. They cost
the university 5/10 of a cent, and
the antibiotics cost 20 cents.
The ultimate question, then, is
whether or not infirmary operat
ing expenses justify a budget of
#66,672.00. The Pacific Weekly
has been unable to obtain bud
getary figures
to date, having
been informed by the University
administration that such figures
will not be released for publica
tion.

'A Helpless United Nations..
Fredericks Views Viet Nam
P a u l i n e Fredericks, N B C
United Nations correspondent,
spoke to a large lunchtime audi
ence Wednesday in the Conserva
tory. Her discussion covered a
myriad of topics. The leading
issue covered was Viet Nam.
In her introductory remarks
she stated the three conditions
that U. Thant (Secretary Gen
eral) feels would be necessary to
achieve a negotiated peace. These
conditions include an uncondi
tional end to the bombing in the
north, a de-escalation in the
south, and a willingness to talk
by (and to) all parties. Miss
Fredericks
characterized
the
U.N. as "helpless to act; The
U.N. is an idea, almost a ma
chine, that will act if the member
nations want it to act."
Miss Fredericks also discussed
a possible successor to U. Thant,
who has expressed a desire to
resign at the end of his current
term, November of this year. The
major powers hope that Thant
will reconsider and succeed him
self.
The Russians walked out on
the U.N. a few years ago and a
few weeks later were back in full
force. Miss Fredericks believes
that the Soviets value the U.N.
as a world forum and will never
leave.
The financial
crisis at the U.N.
was dismissed by Miss Fredericks
as "not a major one, say only
fifty-five
to eighty million dol
lars. Compare this to the one
and a half billion a month that
we spend in Viet Nam." This
debt is a political question. The
U.S.S.R. did not want to pay for

peace keeping operations in the
Congo and the Middle East. If
the Russians were to pay now
they would lose face.
There are indications that Rus
sia will make a voluntary payment
at the end of the year; but only
if it feels that by the payment it
will not lose face. "The most
important thing in the world to
day," said Miss Fredericks, "is
not war or peace, but saving
face."
Many situations that have de
veloped around the world have
been out of the U.N.'s hands.
The most important is the Viet
namese war, which is based, dip
lomatically, from the Geneva ac
cords of 1954. The unification
of Germany is another example.
This is considered to be a prob
lem of the major nations.
Some situations develop so
rapidly that the U.N. can not
handle them. The bigger nations
step in without giving the U.N.
a chance to act. An example of
this would be the Dominican
crisis of last year.
The most effective measure
that Miss Fredericks named to
insure the future of the U.N. was
for all the member nations to
live up to the ideas set forth in
the U.N. Charter.

Don't Miss
PSA Dance
Phi Sig Seed
Spitter
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Outgrown^rtda»ed,<Milrqgeo»s

.
, . J
...U;— K,,F talk.
Everybody talks about it, but nobody does
Talk is cheap - action usually seems to be a bit more expensive_
For yJs few, if any, have been able
Obv.ouaiy,
Inttl l,lr?, bo. kind or not many « word wu said.
Iflom" dring d over going .o be done. »med..„g a b.. nrore expense

"""l.'t h"a.d t'tlieve d... a very nice and modern fadliry (to
1926) has lasted forty years at Pacific without major addition
expansion
In forty years the student body has tripled, the health
feeP has been multiplied by three and one half, and the Infirmary
stands virtually unchanged save the addition of some ivy.
Sources from within claim that we were blessed with wonders
of foresight when we planned for our student health service but
would seem to be stretching the point to assume that the planners
envisioned a facility which could serve the ever-expand.ng growth
program which envelopes the University. It would ^em rifficulous
to assume that the same nine-bed facility which wasmodernfora
community of 821 students in 1926 can also adequately serve over
2,000. (Of course, in case of emergency or epedemic they can accom
m°daAt

this rate only

four-tenths

of one per cent of the student body

had better take sick at the same time
Facilities are easily criticized and not so easily changed, but it
would not be that extreme to alter other glaring weaknesses. It a
student has an emergency which needs the attention of a doctor, it is
necessary for that student to make sure it is at the right » o
there will be no doctor in attendance. In its brochure explaining
the facilities the University states that "when emergency treatment
is required" a doctor will be called. The problem is that if the
emergency occurs during lunch hour, it takes a letter from Florence
Nightengale to raise a nurse, much less convince her that an emergenc^t exists^ ^ ^

question

to

expect the University to build a

hospital facility such as is found on large campuses like Berkeley.
But it is not too much to ask, out of a budget approaching £100,000,
that a resident physician could be hired. With the campus growing
every year, this is fast becoming a necessity.
It would seem, too, that plans should be in the offing for a new
structure to replace a very nice old campus landmark which has be
come outgrown, outdated, and outrageous.
— Bob Harris

Letters to the Editor

Election *«»•£-£*,

The PSA Senate has taken
significant step in changing the
future role of the Academic
Standards Commission. Theconstitutional ammendment passed
unanimously by the senate, has
removed the ineffective, non-ac
ademic orientation of the Commission.

The implications of this change
of focue are profound. The am
mendment allows creation of aca
demic concern for the role of the
University in the student s ufe.
For the first
time students and
faculty will be involved in an
open dialogue of ideas, problems,
and possibilities. A dynamic in
crease of students expression in
educational policy formation is
implicit in the ammendment.
With this goes opportunity for
greater innovation in our aca
demic life.
The University student body
needs the service of creative, aca
demically committed individuals
in the Academic Standards Com
mission. If you are one of these
individuals it is hoped that you
will expose yourself and run for
election
omination petitions
are available between October 5
and 12. The student body is
urged to approve the following
ammendment with a YES vote in
elections on Oct. 18. The ammendment reads:
Article III, Section 4

•

^ Commissioner

1 The Academic Standards Com

missioner shall head a com
mittee composed of one mem
ber from each cluster college
and four members from the
remainder of the University.
The Academic Vice President
of the University shall be an
ex-officio member of the Com
mittee and shall act as an ad
viser.

. The Members of the Commit
tee shall be selected as follows:
a. Each cluster college shall
elect one member of the Com
mittee.
b. Four members of the Com
mittee shall be elected at large
from the remaindr of the Uni
versity. These elections sshall
be held concurrently with the
class elections in the Fall.
3. The Academic Standards Com
missioner an dthe members of
the Academic Standards Com
mittee shall serve as the stu
dent body's representative to
the University Studnt-Staff Re
lations Council.
4. A subcommittee shall be re
sponsible for evaluation, pro
moting, and publicizing the
Honor Code.

Nominations are now open (,
class officers (president,
vic,
(pre
president, secretary and trea
urer) for all four classes. T\
year the class officer will ha 1
more to do because he will wo <
with the Social Chairman to pljv
social activities for each clai I
There will also be nominatio j
for four members at large ftoff
COP of the Academic Standat r
Committee who also will be mei r
bers of the Student Staff Rel; 1
ions Council. Nominations wj
also be entertained within eai
cluster college. Each cluster ct
lege shall elect one member
the committee.
Sign ups to run for class offi
will be in the Dean of Studei
Office until next Wed. Oct
A £5 deposit will be taken at
time one signs up to run for
office. This deposit will be
turned after the election if
election rules are obeyed by
candidate at the time he sig
up.
We of the election committ
would like to encourage all st
dents to run for an office so tl
PSA will become a more effecti*
voice of the students.
Arthur Caterall
Election Committee
Chairman

Volunteers For Big Brothers

to work with for several mont!
Any UOP student who is still
pondering the question "what is or for two or three years, q
pending on the nature of tl
there to do in Stockton?" would
be well advised to take a drive case. It is hoped that throuj
this one-to-one relationship ov
through South Stockton some
a period of time the Little Bt
leiusrely
afternoon.
If,
after
asm and interest you can broaden
ther will tend to relate his ides
such an experience, the question
their perspective of the world and
to
those of his Big Brother.
still
remains,
you
had
better
give them hope you have done
The project seeks to find Ufl
check your pulse for signs of
more than you will ever realize.
men who embody in their ot
life.
If you have interest, creativeAbout ten years ago someone lives the qualities which it
ness, or talent, you will be a suc
hoped the boys will acquire. Fi
took that leisurely drive through
cess; your effectiveness is limited
one of the most depressed areas this reason each applicant mei
only by yourself.
with an evaluation committ
in California and then did some
prior to selection as a 1
Their gratefulness is obvious thing about it. The Big Brother
by their eager smile, laughing project was initiated at Pacific Brother.
The central purpose of the pi
eyes, and that quick kiss or "I soon after and has been active
ject is to help boys become cc
love you!" It may occur when ever since.
tributors to rather than burd<
you feel all is lost, and it will help
The Anderson Y cooperates
upon our society. John Niche
you to think clearly.
with Tom Houston, Dean of
Boys at John Marshall Junior student chairman of the !
Give them a chance, give them
a small portion of your time. High School in the supervision Brothers this year, explained h
this purpose is to be achiev
of the project. Together they try
They need YOU!
to use the example and influence "We try to give the boys gu
After my year I admit this is
of selected University men to ance at a time in their lives wl
something which I reflect upon as
they need it most."
help Stockton boys become bet
being the most memorable exper
"It is," he said, "a matter
ter persons and more useful
ience to date for me. Yes, I am
adding a little hope to tl
citizens.
emotionally involved, and I hope
lives by sharing our aspirati
The Big Brother Project is
you will be too!
open to any Pacific man who is with boys who have very limi
tude toward life, but rathel
willing to devote at least five
goals. We want to keep tb
hours a week to a potentially de
from having a day-to-day 2
linquent boy. Each Big Brother
(Continued on Page 7)
not because their high heels hurt. is assigned one boy, age 12-15,
(3) In fact, we think the
"dressed-up" effect proves that
Pacific considers football games
something special, something to
be proud of. We would rather
see coats and ties than cut-offs
and sweat shirts.
A Publication of the Pacific Student Association — University of the Pa
Office — Quonset 1 — Phone 466-9121
(4) Besides, well-dressed peoPublished on Friday of every five-day academic week during the college \
pie are usually well-mannered Entered as second class matter Octooer 24, 1924 at the Post Office, Stoc«
under the Act of March 3, 1879. — Member of California Interco
and behaved people. If you California
iate Press Association, California Newspaper Publishers Association, ana
sociated Collegiate Press. Represented Nationally by National Educau
chuckle at that, think how much
Advertising Services, 18 East 50th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022.
worse it would be if the dress
STAFF
Editor
Robert L. Harris
Business Manager .... James D. .
were grub!
News Editor
Christine Leave
cusfneas'"^"
Hteve Vizeni
We shall continue to wear
Special Assign
Janelle Gobby
' '
Sue Chausse, Don N
heels and hemlines to football
To
Sports Editor
Dave Edwards
Photos
PI Bourret, L
Copy Editors
Christine Curtola
MacDonald, Steve i t
games, and hope the rest of the
Jarrelyn Garing, Kathryn Naylor
Advisor
Eugene L.
Pacific co-eds will too.
Editorial Staff: Kathy Antonucci, Jon Brown, Diana Clouse, John Cd

Give Them a Chance, a Hope, Your Time, Yourself
Chrys Ennor
I have heard many of my
friends say that college has
proven to be a disappointment,
because it is merely another
school with larger books. I feel
sorry for them, because it has
shared with me what have be
come some of the most exciting
and most memorable moments
in my life. It could be the same,
I am sure, for each of you!
I truly believe that the greatest
opportunities in college are not
necessarily found in the class
room; they are the chances given
to each of us to meet people and
to experience life. It is our re
sponsibility to take advantage of
our surroundings and not idly
let life pass us by.
I encourage you all to become
active in some capacity.
I became involved in Project
South Stockton last year because
I began to regard the dorm's
four walls as a prison where
everyone's main worry, topic of
conversation, and hatred was
school. I became the leader of
a club with 30 girls of second and
third grade age. We worked on
crafts, played simple games, and
talked. To many of us this seems
rather silly and meaningless.
The area where I worked was a
large public "low rent" housing
project. The upkeep outside was
done by the government, and
thus, the area hardly resembled
the conventional picture of a
ghetto.
Yet, it is where parent's parents
were poor, and thus, the atmos
phere is one where apathy, indif
ference, and fear are rampant.
These attitudes are a result of
ignorance and not because they
do not care. These people's in

itiative and apathy are produced
because they do not know that
any other life exists for them.
It is hard for us to visualize
such circumstances, but I will try
to illuminate a striking example
which I perceived.
Last year a large number of
children were taken to San Fran
cisco and Golden Gate Park. We
drove on the bus past the beach
and one of my girls shouted
"Who all put them soap suds in
that water Miss Chrys?" The
only thing to which this little
girl could relate the white caps
was bubble bath.
It is hard to believe that any
one could have such limited ex
perience. But many of these chil
dren have never even been out of
South Stockton, or realize that
there is anywhere other than
their home. If by your enthusi-

J

v

We're Eager for Ball Game Fashion Show
Editor:
Last week the Pacific Weekly
carried an editorial criticism of
the campus attire for football

games. We would like to suggest
few of the reasons thA the
Weekly professed to be so "eager
to hear on going to ball games
dressed for a fashion show":
(1) Football games seem to
be the only thing Pacific students
dress up for. We didn't see any
suits at the street dance the other
night, and when was the last time
you dressed up for the drive-in?
Granted, there are exceptions,
but not enough of them.
(2) We think it just plain
looks good. Our rooting section
has class. And the dress is not
influence on team spirit. If
Pacific rooters aren't rooting, it's

PACIFISM!.)

Sincerely,
J anelle Gobby
Sid Long

Cathy D'Amico, Jeanne Dobbins, Chris Egan. Louis Ehrlich, led r
Steve Franklin, Bob Lee, Stan Leemon, Wes Maddox Jerry McCuiic
Jessica McLachlin, Linda Mintun, Chris Neary, Bob Nelson, Glen wi
Dana Nye, Carlos Meza, Nancy Roberts, Marilyn Roesch, Alice Ro
Suzanne Rustin, Jill Thomas, Melanie Thomas, Paula Xanttopoulos,
Zielinski
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)r. Meredith
°Pd
it,

Rules More Liberal - Late Hours
Home Rule At Raymond College

Chapel Dean Asks for Worship-Intellect Unity
Dr. Lawrence Meredith has
kted that this school, as a
urch-related university, should
a place where intellect and
jrship can be brought together
conversation, conflict, and
reement.
This University
ould be the world of intellect,
search for knowledge and
sdom, and the world of worip, the search for the meaning
life, brought together as one
>rld.

Dr. Meredith has also said that
Chapel services on Tuesday
prnings should not be another
ass inday morning type service. It
Stu ould be a place where the posin of worship in each of the inlectual disciplines is discussed.
The Chapel schedule for this
semester is oriented toward
se goals. With Dr. Meredith,

Dean of the Chapel, and Wes
Brown, Methodist Student Move
ment director, having already
spoken in Chapel, it is clear that
the Chapel services this year are
not going to be used as platforms
for evangelizing or "sermoniz
ing."
The Chapel schedule, as it now
stands, promises to bring the in
tellect into conversation with the
worship in an interesting and
thought-provoking way.
The
schedule for the rest of the se
mester is as follows:
Oct. 11: Herb Reinelt
osophy—COP)

(Phil

Oct. 18: Bruce Rahtjen (St.
Paul School of Theology, Kansts City)
Oct. 25: Richard C. Raines, Jr.
(Doctoral candidate — Union

cisco)
Theological

School,

Nov. 1: Rabbi
(Temple Israel)

San FranRosenberg

Nov. 8: Robert Blaney (Social
Ethics—COP)
Nov. 15: Cecil Williams (Min
ister-Director of Glide Founda
tion, San Francisco)
Nov.
Looney
UOP)

22: Father Joseph O'(Catholic Chaplain —

Nov. 29: Paul Albrecht (Colliver Lecturer)
Dec. 6: Dr. Hans Uffelman
(University of Missouri)
Dec. 13: Joseph Botond-Blazek (Raymond College)
Jan. 10: Keith Swagerty (UOP
student athlete—Basketball)
Jan.
17:
Weldon
Crowley
(History—COP)
Dr. Lawrence Meredith is con
sidered by many to be the best
college or university chaplain in
the country today. And he has
definitely carried his dynamic
attitude of conviction and his
willingness to give his all from
Albion College in Michigan to
the University of the Pacific.

mi

The rules of Raymond College
can be compared, in general, to
the rules of the rest of the UOP
campus..
Still, they are more
liberal in several aspects.
As examples: Raymond stu
dents are allowed1 to go barefoot
within the quad-area of their
campus. The girls can wear Ber
muda shorts almost anywhere as
long as they look neat; they can
even attend some of their classes
in them.
Hours are more liberal.
All
women,
except first
semester
freshmen, have 2:00 hours on
weekends and unrestricted late
leave privileges during the week.
The Rules
What accounts for the varia
tion between the rules of Ray
mond and the rest of UOP?
Almost exclusively, it is the
students who make the rules.
They work through the studentrun Representative Council which
attempts to create as few rules as
possible. The Council feels that
the fewer rules they have, the
more likely the ones made will be
observed.
Most behavior codes are left
up to the good judgement of the
students. If there is a discipli-

Schedule for Pacific Worship Services
Catholic Newman Club: (Father
Joseph O'Looney)
Masses: Sunday — 11:00 A.M.
— Top of the "Y"
Monday-Friday — 4:45 P.M.
— Top of the "Y"
Confessions: at any time (and
Masses)
Meetings: every other Sunday
— 7:00 P.M. — Top of
the "Y"
Methodist Student Movement:

(Wes Brown)
Communion service: Sunday—
9:30 A.M.—Morris Chapel
Presbyterian Westminster Foun
dation: (Stan Stevens)
Meetings: Sunday—8:00 P.M.
—"Y" International Room
Episcopal
Canterbury
C l u b :
(Ruth Harris)
The

schedule is
worked out.

still

being

Students' checks cashed with identification
by PSA Card
PRESCRIPTIONS
COSMETICS

DRUGS

4

DANA

CHANEL
DOROTHY GRAY

CORDAY

$9

MSM Seeks Less
Formality This Year
Under the guidance of Rev.
Wes Brown, campus minister, the
Methodist Student Movement is
seeking a more informal type of
organization this year. To allow
opportunities for student study
and service, the MSM is working
under such programs as the ERA
seminars and Project Share, a
coordinated effort of campus
groups to serve the South Stock
ton area.
Many students provide leader
ship for MSM.
Ken Marr of
Raymond College is the chair
man.
Under the auspices of
Worship Chairman Linde Coder,
a morning communion and wor
ship service is held Sundays at
9:30 in Morris Chapel.
Other COP students involved1
with the MSM are Phil Hinkle
and Jeanie Nelson who head
Project Amigos, a program re
sponsible for sending a group of
UOP students each spring vaca
tion to Mexico to help build
churches or similar projects. Re
cently, the MSM commissioned
Roger Olson of Raymond College
to organize the university in the
campaign for the South Stockton
Housing Project.
Sunday nights the MSM meets
at the parsonage of Wes Brown
for informal discussions and fun.
More detailed and intense topics
are discussed d'uring weekend re
treats to the snow country. These
retreats usually cover some aspect
of international relations.

HELENA RUBENSTEIN

BONNIE BELL

FABERGE

$9
$10
$5

There are no house mothers,
as such; for their own protection,
the students have senior proctresses and a young couple or
grad-student living in the dorms.
Being closer to the age of the
students, problems can be better
understood by these sympathetic
persons.

JACQUELINE COCHRANE

LANVIN

$5

Raymond students, like adults,
make their own rules of conduct
and enforce their own punish
ments for breaking them.

MAX FACTOR

GUERLAIN

from topper to trouser: The MOD cotton corduroy cap
The MOD floral shirt with melloroll collar, 3-button cuff.
In S, M, L
MOD reversible cotton corduroy vest
MOD Bechelli belt is wide with flashing buckle
The MOD cotton corduroy wide wale pants. Hiphuggin' and low/rise MOD-EL with stovepipe leg.
In whiskey or loden green. Sizes 28-36

nary problem, it is taken to the
student court. Punishments range
from warnings to expulsion, in
extreme cases.

EATON'S STATIONERY
JEAN NATE
CARON

EVYAN (White Shoulders)
ELIZABETH ARDEN
REVLON
ALLERCREME

HAWAIIAN PERFUMES by BROWNY
MAX FACTOR and STEINS THEATRICAL MAKE-UP

GLDSKIN'S

GREETINGS

•••
WEBERSTOWN MALL, STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

(

>. MACY S
NVTIGER SHOP
first floor

STOCKTON

23S3 PRC/F/C RVENUE

Phone 466-8901

Free Delivery

CARDS
PARTY FAVORS
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UOP Debating Team Rated Excellent,
Records 29 National Championships
The debating team of Pacific
cannot be considered part of the
"New Look" because it has been
an "always look" of Pacific. _In
the past years the debating team
has won 29 national champion
ships.
This year's debate topic (which
is standardized throughout the
United States) is, "Should the
U.S. substantially reduce its
foreign policy commitments?
Paul Winters, adviser for the
debate squad, said this should
be an outstanding year because
of the unusually strong group
that has come out, and because of
the return of 1965 national
champions Ron Murov and Angie Metropolis. He stated that
the debate squad would welcome
any newcomers with or without
experience.
This year's schedule will take

the debate squad to Whitewater,
Wisconsin to attend the Phi
Kappa Delta national champion
ships. Pacific has won this tour
nament ten years in a row.
The first scheduled meet this
year will be oratory interpreting
with Chabot College. The next
stop will be the Stanford tourna
ment October 21-22. On No
vember 11-12, 200 teams through
out the Western states will come
to Pacific for a tournament. Over
Thanksgiving, the team plans to
attend the Georgetown Univer
sity tournament in Washington,
D.C.
Winters told the Pacific Weekly
of an alumnus of Pacific who had
informed him that his degree
looked a lot better as he watched
Pacific's debating squad on na
tional television. Winters went
on to say that because debating is
considered an academic pursuit,
it well represents the entire uni
versity when the squad defeats
Bekeley, Harvard, or Stanford,
as it has done in the past.

Stedman Impressed

New Dean of Music: 'Fine Students, Good Foot
There are four things at Pa
cific that impress Dr. Preston
Stedman, new Dean of the
School of Music: "The beautiful
campus, fine students, fine facul
ty — and good food!" He is,
however, disappointed in Cali
fornia coffee — "I can t find a
good cup anywhere; it's all too
weak."
Dean Stedman was

born in

Pinning:
,
Nancy Buchanan, Carter House
to Don Kjeldsen, Theta Chi,
Fresno State.
ENGAGEMENTS
Bill Straub, Phi Kappa Tau to
Jill Roenigk, Delta Delta Delta.

Flowers

STOP FENCING
with academic
windmills ... Protect
yourself with

Barnes & Noble

College
Outlines
easy-to-use, easy-to-carry
paperback study and review
guides.
Over 100 titles in the
following subjects:
ART
DRAMA
MUSIC
ECONOMICS
BUSINESS
EDUCATION
ENGLISH
LITERATURE
SPEECH
LANGUAGE
MATHEMATICS
ENGINEERING

Say it Best
from the AVENUE
FLOWER SHOP
2365 PACIFIC AVENUE — STOCKTON
Telephone 466-4171

FOSTER'S FREEZE
1612 PACIFIC AVENUE
FOSTER'S ON THE MIRACLE MILE

Good Food - Fast Service
GREAT SHAKES & HAMBURGERS
CRISP FRENCH FRIES
STEAK SANDWICHES
Friendly Service
Crisp and Juicy

PSYCHOLOGY

TAC0S
Reg. 30c

SOCIOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY
STUDY AIDS...
On Display at

The Bookmark
2103 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-0194

He received his Bachelors and
Masters Degrees at Texas Chris
tian University and his Ph.D. at
the Eastman School of Music.
"In high school I always wanted
to be director of the high school
orchestra, but I didn't quite make
Instead, he taught at the
it.
college level and then went into
administration.
Stedman enjoys both teaching
and administration, and says that
at Pacific he has an opportunity
to meet more students because
"they're
always
wandering
through my office." He finds Pa
cific students "pretty serious"
and commented on the lack of
controversy here — "Of course,
kids aren't going to pay $1600 a
year to agitate. You don't have
as many problems as at a large
university."
However, Dean Stedman often
wonders about these same serious
students, "the brain children of
Northern California," as he calls
them, when he sees them playing
football or skim-boarding on the
swampy lawns!
He has no such doubts about
Pacific's faculty, "a nice bunch of
people." He commented that
Academic Vice-President, Wal
lace Graves and Dean of the
Chapel, Larry Meredith also
come from Texas, but empha-

Tiger Guide
Today
Y Film — "Big Dual on Madouna Street" — Top of the
Y
Y Pack trip
Saturday, Oct. 8
Football — New Mexico State
— at Las Cruces — 8 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 9
Panhellenic Presents
2-4
p.m.
Art Department Painting Exhibit — Art Annex — 3-5
p.m.
Friday, Oct. 14
Rally — 7:30-8 p.m.
Delta Upsilon Rush Dance —
8:30-12:30
Saturday, Oct. 15
Methodist Student Day
Football — Montana State
(here) — 8 p.m.

4 for 95c

sized that they aren't planny
to take over the campus.
"One helpful addition to P
cific, though, would be a roo
for the faculty, a place where
could get together and shoot t
breeze. Back in Texas we alwa
had to go to the Student Uni
and listen to the rock 'n'
(expression of distaste).
Dr. Stedman iS living in Sto<
ton with his wife and two so:
ages 14 and 8, all of whom lo
California and are anxious
see San Francisco. The Dean fii
saw the City at the end of Woi
War II, when he came into t
Bay on an aircraft carrier a
then went with his friends to
Top of the Mark. "I'll never f<
get the sight of the Golden G:
— beautiful!"

However, his work at Paci
may prevent him from revisitii
San Francisco for awhile,
has three major goals so far
"Getting to know the prograi
formulating music alumni chal
ters in California and Oregol
and planning for new physiq
facilities for
the School
Music" (a hoped-for possibility

Other plans include a "re*
dent artists' series," similar
High Table, in which facul
artists would perform for i
school, and the 50th anniversa]
of the choir, which will bru
many alumni back to campc
Dean Stedman is also lookii,
forward to meeting more of t'
student body and faculty and lj
coming better acquainted wi
Pacific — and, finding
a go(
cup of coffee!

Loan Program

Invitations to participate in t
new State Guaranteed Loan Pi
gram have been set to the prin
pal office of every bank, crei
union, and savings and loan i
sociation in the state by t
Scholarship and Loan Comffl
sion. In this new student assi
ance program, the Commissi
will guarantee loans to full-ti
students made by participati
financial
institutions in Calif

Applicants for
guaranti
loans should contact Elliot T
lor, dean of admissions.

6543 Pacific Ave
Phone 477-0291
Continuous From 7:00 P.M.
Daily Except Sat. & Sun.

| FRIDAY. SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

PHILOSOPHY
SCIENCE

Fort Worth, Texas, where ap
parently, they like their coffee
strong.
He comes to Pacific
from the Texas College of Arts
and Industries in Kingsville, or
"the tropics." "One thing that
hurt was for that West Texas
team to come out here and de
vour us — our poor boys!"

Sat. Cont. from 2:30 P.M.
Sun. Cont. from 1:30 P.M.
i(
This Weekend Only

New comers to our Flavor Family

Rod steiger

Grape Freeze & Peach Shake
also try our other Flavors

Best

Picture of the
Year"-N.Y. Times

The Pawnhroker

- PLUS - IN SONG AND COLOR
##

The Umbrellas of Cherbourga
WINNER OF 5 INTERNATIONAL AWARDS
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Pacific Knolens Strive for Entry
In National Honorary Society
Pacific's senior women's honor
ary group, the Knolens, will find
out this spring if they will be
come affiliated with
Mortar
board, the national honorary
organization for senior women.
The national council of Mor
tarboard has approved the instal
lation of Knolens into the organi
zation this year, but the final de
cision rests with the active chap
ters across the country who will
vote on a petition presently being
prepared by the Knolens.

lew Knolens, members of Pacific's honorary
inn or introductions in the office of President
"r'er ict as hostesses at the recent President's recepds
ievi
den

>tp
revij
lile]
o f]
proj
ni
On
pfc
100I
sibi

for senior women, gather with their advisers
Robert E. Burns. First duties of the group: to
tion.

he Cleanest Navel on Campus?
By JILL THOMAS
Chen it comes to lady-like
utations, the 1966 McConchie
1 has got every other resihall beat!
hy?
Because McConchie
6 has a new look — 47 happy,
orous, masculine men!

he "new look" emenated from
overflow of residents this seter which sent the former Mcchie female tenants to
eener pastures".
Yet the
Isent McConchie dwellers still
for
obsessed with the memory
evidence of their predecesle example is the great
|ount of literature at the feldisposal.
Volumes of
enteen, Vogue and Madamoiflood the mail and clutter
lobby.
rue Confessions is not on the
Conchie subscription list, but
ny "confessions" are inscribed
' the walls. Room 28, for exIple, bears such interesting quo-

tations as "Judy loves George"
and "Miss September."
To complete the scenic decore
of many rooms the former inhabi
tants left flowers,
puppy dogs,
and bunny rabbits on the doors.
And for Christmas joy, nothing
beats the red felt stocking with
white lace edges hanging over the
fire place with the inscription,
"McConchie women." Needless
to say, the Christmas spirit is al
ready spreading.
That certain alterations should
be made in the bathroom is the
unanimous decision of all 47
guys. Out-spoken 6 foot 8 inch
Mike Garrett testifies to having
the "cleanest navel on campus"
due to the 4 feet high showers.
Another interesting sidelight
in the "John" is the sign which
reads: "Do not shave your legs
in the sink." Housemother Wal
ker testifies this rule has not been
broken so far.
Since there are only about 33
rooms in McConchie, the 47
lodgers are a bit chummy, but
nevertheless quite happy about it.

«ah, Yeah, Man: The Scene Is 'Class'
he Righteous Brothers Are Coming!

"Unchained Melody", "You've
That Loving
Feeling",
"t
ul and Inspiration" — these
t but a few of the hits that
cific students will be hearing
f ji November 18 at a show being
Id
n Pacific's Conservatory
arring The Righteous Brothers.
The
urogram will feature
'"lino Tempo and April Stevens;
raylord and Holiday, a comedy
*; and an added attraction not
be disclosed.
Tickets for the evening go on
Je later this month. Prices will

be determined by the particular
section in the Conservatory one
wishes to sit in — $5 tickets:
front section; $4 tickets: middle
section; and $3 for back section.
Bringing such a group to Pa
cific has cost the Social Commit
tee considerable money and an
extension of a promise for a full
house. Your support is necessary
if we are to be able to bring such
groups to- the Pacific campus,
and it would mean a continuation
of such talent for other events
during the year.

Adding Machines & Typewriters
Rentals-

Rent to try—will apply If yon buy
Weekly—Monthly—Quarterly
All Makes—Standard
Portables and Electric Models
Easy "PENNIES A DAY" plan

tan Qotufpun
I BUSINESS MACHINES

Phone HO 5-5881
114 N. California St.

513K8^2V0W7

Typifying this unelostrophobic
attitude is Carl (Buck) Dick who
lives in a room by himself. The
room is referred to by McCon

In the mean time, Knolens'
eighteen members have been busy
helping with orientation, selling
freshman bows, and hostessing at
the President's Reception. They
are also working on the tradi
tional campus address book and
planning their fall retreat.

chie vernacular as the "pit." This
particular room is the size of a
4 by 7 foot broomcloset. Al

shattered. Is the university try
ing to play in loco parentis?

Dorm Resident Steve Schnei
der summing up the general spirit
of McConchie 1966 s t a t e d :
"We're comfortable and we're
happy, but the only thing that
keeps us from being more so is
the fact that not enough girls
have discovered McConchie 1966
has a new look."

Knolens, who derive their
name from Mrs. Tully Cleon
Knoles, wife of a former UOP
president and chancellor, are
organized "to promote scholar
ship, leadership, and student citi
zenship, and to support the ideals
of the university," according to
Mary Osborne, Knolens presi
dent.
They are selected each spring
at the A.W.S. Banquet after
meeting qualifications of scholar
ship, leadership and service.
Their uniforms are navy skirts
and white blazers with the Kno
lens crest in navy, white and red.

Letters to the Editor
Upon arriving on Campus my
pre-conceived ideas of the "free
thinking" California schools were

though Buck admits to putting
his clothes under the bed and
putting his desk in the closet, he
swears he wouldn't leave his mid
get-size domain for the world.
"I'm studying more now than
ever!" he chuckled.

Advising the group this year
are Mrs. Harold Jacoby, Mrs.
Elizabeth Spetts, and a new ad
visor, Mrs. Malcolm Eiselen.

While one of the cluster colleges
socially attempts to play the role
of independents, they, in fact,
remain conservatices. COP, on
the other hand, makes little effort

he remains a blur in an oblivion.
Yet, how can this exist at a
specialized university?
UOP is a recognized, wellbalanced university. There can
be no doubt that the faculty is
well-qualified. It is the students
apathy that impedes progress —
or even reaction.
Sincerely,

to change its pre-Victorian con
cepts. Though the students gen
erally waint a more liberal at
mosphere, in actuality, they re
main pacifists.
The accent is on the social.
The Greeks are the well-known
focal-point on campus. While on
other campuses the individual is
fighting for recognition, at COP

FRATERNITY RUSH
I
OCTOBER 3-13
— Sign Ups —

In Front of P.S.A. Office
9 to 11:30 A.M. — 1 to 4:30 P.M.

HARRIS
PRESSED FOR LIFE
TRADITIONAL IVYS
Stay Strongly in Style

Lugo says: "A good pizza is like a woman, it must be
chilled and warmed, foundled and beaten — caressed
and cajoled — but, like a woman, it is well worth the
trouble."
TRY A LUGO PIZZA AND YOU'LL SEE!

"Acclaimed the finest by those who know"
121 E. Fremont
Pizza
Hamburgers

Spaghetti
Salads
Cheeseburgers

. . . a n d s t a y very nicely
in s h a p e with t h e f a l
( P r e s s e d for Life)finish
Harris is famous for.
Featured are the tap
ered slim-line with
cuffs, belt-loops and
separate waistband.

Lincoln Center
Raviolis
S

Rib-Eye Steak

Banquet Rooms Available at Both Locations

Orders to take out 463-6544 or 478-1781 — Open 11 A.M. Daily

MEN'S CLOTHIER

Phone 464-7669
2105 PACIFIC AVENUE
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Pacific Hygiene Test too Difficult
UndeSamShort-SheetedAgain; For Those Without College Experience
Scovil Tells Army Where To Go

.
Last Wednesday night the
campus came alive with a call
from Uncle Sam. The fortyninth artillery division was called
out to assist in keeping the peace
in San Francisco.
Jim Mair was the first in D.U.
house to get the call
he came
away from the phone in such a
daze that he broke up the night
frisbee championships in the up
stairs hall.
Gary Woznick received a call
from Sgt. Klemme that went
something like this: Klemme.
Gary Woznick, please. Person on
the other end: I don't know if he
is here _ (aside) WOZNICK
.... enter Woznick, Hello who's
this? KLEMME: This is your
National Guard unit you are
hereby ordered to report to the
armory at 2100 hours. WOZ
NICK; (cutting in) hey don't hit
me with this army talk — what is
that in real time? . . .
A1 Melikian and Don Negus
got the call. They gave a call to
die coach and through a bit of
talking the coach proved to the
army that our game was more

.important .I
_ __ i.L
than
theirs. Scovil
must be a great coach — what
other school can claim that their
coach and part of the team took
on the US Pentagon and won.
Mike Blatt called Dick Davey
— while Melikian was still wiping
the sweat from his forehead —
another Pacific Victory — Blatt
was allowed to hold back so he
could participate in the soccer
game on Saturday.
Mike Dammsgaard, Steve
Franklin, and Vern Garrison
assembled at Phi Sigma Kappa
and left to the sound of "when
Johnny comes marching home,
played on the Phi Sig public
address system.
The group assembled at the
armory and traveled down to the
city by the Bay, arriving at 1 a.m.
to sjpend a wonderful night at
either Candlestick or Kezar Sta
dium. They came back Friday
morning at 6 a.m. after a hearty
breakfast of K-ration eggs, toast,
and coffee.
We all slept well last night be
cause the National Guard was
awake — thanks a lot fellas.

Why do so many students, es
pecially freshmen, fail the stand
ardized health waiver test?
Two UOP hygiene instructors
attempted to answer this ques
tion after they learned the re
sults of last month's test in which
four fifths of the incoming fresh
men failed.
'The test is extremely diffi
cult," stated Connor Sutton,
UOP hygiene teacher. "Most in
coming students haven't been ex
posed to a great deal of infor
mation about health except in the
broadest terms.
This fact is
proved by UOP's passing score
on the test, three points lower
than national norms."
Sutton noted however those
students who took the identical
test after some college experience
usually did much better.
"I think this is because stu
dents are in the process of learn
ing and becoming aware, though
often unconsciously, of basic hy
giene principles," he continued.
Elizabeth Matson, another PE
department health teacher ex
pressed another view. She feels
students think they are already

Feel Feverish?

prepared by common sense for
the exam.

"Most students shrug off this
test thinking it will be relatively
simple," she remarked. "They
feel their previous education will
suffice and that the exam as well
as the hygiene class is a waste of
time."
"The test reveals how little
they do know," she continued.
"Thus, in the class our objective
is to correct attitudes, habits and
misconceptions which the student
may have previously acquired."
As an interesting example of
the learning which transpires in
these classes, Miss Matson cited:
"Last year at the beginning of the
semester I urged my class to take
the National Health Test on
CBS television. Out of 73 pos
sible answers the approximate
average score tallied 50 correct,
23 wrong.
Both Miss Matson and Sutton
agreed that the national stand
ardized test contrasts many dis
similarities with the UOP hy
giene cirriculum. The national
exam was instigated by a faculty
committee vote.

Wood Memorial Ha|| •
New Locale for Frier
Meeting for Worship^
The Friends Meeting for
ship which has met for a
ber of years at the Anders,
Center on Sunday morning
moving its location to V'J
Memorial Hall (new additio,
the Martin Library), begin,
Sunday.

This change will provid
more quiet and less interruj,
setting, according to Profe
Walter Raitt. Raitt serves as
ordinator of the group's a<
iities with its parent body,
Delta Monthly Meeting
Friends, an affiliate of the Pa 1
Yearly Meeting.
The group meets at 9:30 f
for an hour of unprogramf
worship "after the mannerf
Friends (Quakers)." All intet
ed students and faculty mem
are welcome to participate.
A discussion session is to
held monthly and will ind
plans for involvement in vari
projects sponsored by such (J
ker-related groups as the Am
can Friends Service Commil
and the Friends Committee
Legislation.

Notorious Disease Awaits Innocent Students
Do you feel feverish? Have
a sore throat or swollen glands?
Do you find yourself dozing off
at football games? Well, possibly
late hours or maybe just plain
laziness could be the answer; but,
there is a chance that you are
afflicted with the notorious "kiss
ing disease" called infectious
mononucleosis.
This disease occurs most readily
among university and medical
students, and hospital personnel.
It is generally transferred
through intimate contact; how
ever, latest findings
reveal that
the majority of students contract
ing "mono" were extremely de
pressed or admitted to being
prone to depression.
Scientists have cited several
causes for this, such as parental
pressures, the breaking off of
close relationships, or frustrated
ambitions.
Regardless of the cause,
"mono" must be detected as soon
as possible to avoid the physical
and emotional complications
which accompany the neglected
infection.
Mrs. Doris Richards, Pacific
Infirmary's head nurse, stated

ALL SINGLES
- And -

L P RECORDS
(HiFi or Stereo)
SOLD AT

DISCOUNT PRICES

that it takes at least two weeks
before mononucleosis can be
diagnosed. This task is made
even more difficult, because
"mono" is well-known for its
ability to imitate several other
major diseases.
Quick Detection
W a m p o 1 e Laboratories in
Stanford, Connecticut, have dis
covered a new "Mono-Test"

which can detect the infection
within two minutes at a cost of
only one dollar to the student.
This would have students a great
deal of lost school time and make
recovery much faster.
The test requires only "a doc
tor, a glass slide, a blood sample
from the patient, and control
samples which come in a kit," ex
plained the laboratory's report.

Don't Want To Be Tied To A Desk
Day In And Day Out For Eight Hours?
Then here's an interesting engineering job for you
Field Junior Engineer positions available for B. S. candidates
in Electrical, Mechanical, Petroleum Engineering and in Physics.
The leading world-wide oil field service company offers:
All the fringe benefits including company car.
Your own boss.
Irregular hours — but scheduled days-off.
Technically challenging — you utilize electronic
instrumentation to help the oil companies evaluate
their wells.
All promotions from within. Management training.

Make some great head scarfs from cotton
table napkins—flowered or solid in paint
box colors. Fold in triangles, fasten with a
novelty pin.

See your placement director for further details.
WE WILL CONDUCT INTERVIEWS ON YOUR CAMPUS:

Theursday, October 27, 1966

(DQQOO

SCHLUMBERGER WELL SERVICES

CASTLE AND PACIFIC

Pacific Coast Area
612 South Flower S.t, Los Angeles, Cal. 90017

Open Nights Till 9:00

IND FOB IN ENCODE:

Comprehensive training on-the-job.

- AT -

Phone 466-4388

Headline your act in one of our new ap
plause-getting poor-boys. A nicely knitted
skimp-silhouetted dress that's surely bound
to demand a command return everytime
you appear. Come in and see the rest of
our show-stopping 'costumes".

visit the new

"loft"
kMtm - maren&o

_

STOCKTON • LODI

.

.

at town - country

&
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"'ass Crowds Bring Questions

nel

ile waiting to make an
M[ kointment
with Dr. Wallace B.
?

or
a jj
erso
ling
^
litio,
•gin,

tves, a phone conversation was
rheard. It appeared that a
llty member was looking for a
-er classroom for a certain
This seems to be quite
rcal this fall and many people
wondering why.

lany sources are contributing
Pacific's populated campus.
vide :e source can not be held
rru:i); [y responsible for existing
of e& litions of stuffed classes and'
as ;ing dorms.

at

lyJ o break it down into bare
there are 518 freshmen enng
Pat :d in the College of the Paand the professional schools,
is similar to the size of last
's freshman class. Raymond
ts 91 and Elbert Co veil 40,
mtP'
ier "I the total to 649 entering
This is not overly
s lmen.

tei

MARTIN)
..says :
You
C

TIGERS'"

UMinm:
O n e HOUR
ce«n»«s

®

large, as for the last three years
the school has increased by ap
proximately 75 students per year.
The 90 sophomores, 140 jun
iors, and 40 seniors, new to Pa
cific, bring the total of new stu
dents to 919. These students are
one of the main sources con
tributing to crowded conditions.
Pacific, like most other univer
sities and colleges, has the role
of accommodating the oncoming
growth in student population.
Birth rates have increased. There
is more demand for trained per
sonnel. A B.A. degree is rapidly
being replaced by a M.A., mak
ing it necessary to put emphasis
on a good undergraduate pro
gram.
This is the reason for more
applications and more accept
ances. Usually a university can
expect a percentage of cancella
tions from prospective students
due to financial
changes, mind
changes, etc. This percentage is
a variable about which no one
can be sure. This year more de
cided to stick with their original
choice and here they are!
The second factor causing the
crowd is the high percentage of
those able to pre-register doing
so and returning. The rentention
rate of students already enrolled
at Pacific was high. This is an(Continued on Page 12)

Union Discussion
But Any Action?
In a two-hour meeting Sept.
27, the PSA Senate heard many
reports but failed to pass a single
resolution. In addition to hear
ing reports from the Social, Rally,
Finance, and Communications
Commissioners and PSA Presi
dent Jim Hughes' report on the
summer's NSA conference, the
Senate heard vital information
concerning the student union,
faculty evaluation, and an overhauled Academic Standards
Committee.
Jim Hughes explained that
while past PSA administrations
felt it necessary to convince "the
Tower" of the need for a student
union, President Burns has now
committed the University to this
goal.
First choice for a student union
building would be a structure
spanning the Calaveras, which
according to plans is to be dam
med to form a lake. Second
choice would be a renovated An
derson complex, with third choice
the expansion and improvement
of the area around the present
End Zone — soon to be taken
over by the University — and
PSA offices.
Because the need for a student
union is evid'ent and confessed
by all, Jim says that students
(Continued on Page 8)

HE MOST IN DRY CLEANINO

i503 PACIFIC AVENUE
PHONE 478-0321

Remember your School Fun

Between Pay less and
the Islander

in PICTURES!
STRAT NOW

SPECIAL
1 fen's or Ladies' Slacks
on incoming order
for the price of 1

2

Reg. 90c each
DOD THRU OCT. 15th
WITH PSA CARD

AMERA V^ORNER
2034 PACIFIC AVE.

30 A.M. — 7:30 P.M.
Mon.-Fri. Til 9 P.M.
SAT. 'Til 6 P.M.

Kodak Processing

Hallmark Cards

FOR those VHO CAH Vrite
CAND bo)

Lisa Hobbs on Campus
(Continued from Page 1)
knowledge of India—having just
made her eighth trip there—
where the exact opposite is so
painfully evident.
Never mind that the Chinese
students—who lead a "Spartan
and monastic life"—are com
pletely isolated from the outside
world.
Never mind that five-year-olds
are taught to repeat slogans like
"Get US Imperialism out of
Vietnam"—as much of the so
ciety is centered around such
fears.
Never mind that there is com
plete conformity.
No matter how repugnant this
totalitarian system may seem to
anyone, China has succeeded
where India, for example, ap
pears to have failed on a demo
cratic basis.
This logic isn't meant to be
little the Indians, but only to
offer an explanation of what the
much-traveled journalist has ob
served. This point, she feels,
has to be made.
Mrs. Hobbs describes China as
having the "most explosive so
ciety is centered around such
fears.
"Everywhere I went I was to
see this groping, never-flagging
search for a better way to do
things."
Mao Tse-Tung is a "great his
torical figure (on par with Win
ston Churchill) whether we like
it or not."
"Indeed, I mean to praise
China."
"Never once" has the State De
partment or the Hearst Organi
zation even attempted to intimi
date the author or her story. She
sincerely feels that the American
Public has listened to her with
great curiosity and: open-mindedness.
The audience that pretty-much
filled the Conservatory last Mon
day was held in rapt attention
and rewarded Mrs. Hobbs with
clearly enthusiastic applause.
(The genial journalists was
equally impressed by her audi
ence which reflected, she thought,
the quality of Pacific's History
and Political Science Depart
ments) .
Mrs. Hobbs remained on cam
pus through Tuesday as the uni
versity's guest; she tirelessly con
fronted "the kids" on six sep
arate occasions.

Hamburger
Sandwich

Ironically Lisa Hobbs con
siders herself to be in no better
position (in a manner of speak
ing) than she was in the Spring
of 1965, even though she has
been credited with an unequivo
cal breakthrough.
She will soon discontinue her
lectures about the trip because
she feels that the information is
rapidly becoming outdated. She
intends to return to China even
though the Chinese government
has (to her great disappointment)
refused her reentry, probably be
cause she is not considered "revo
lutionary enough".
Until Mrs. Hobbs works this
one out she will console herself
by completing a similar expose
on India, pursuing Asian Studies
at Stanford by virtue of a Ford
Foundation Fellowship, and rais
ing two sons.

Big Brother
(continued from page 2)
view of life that includes a
future."
Nichols went on to explain the
kind of experience this project
offers to the Big Brother. "Of
course it's a wonderful experi
ence for anyone interested in
teaching or social work, but more
important it is a first hand ex
perience with the kind of life
most of us have never been ex
posed to.
"The student has to experience
this kind of thing for himself,"
he added. "It's the sort of edu
cation we can't get in the class
room."
Nichols, who has had three
years experience with his Little
Brother on the project, feels that
the activities involved, such as
sports events and helping with
studies, are not the important
factors in the effort, but are
simply the means of attaining a
close relationship to the Little
Brother. He stressed: "the fact
that a complete stranger is un
selfish enough to be concerned
may be enough to help a boy
through a difficult period in his
life."
If you are still wondering
"what is there to do in Stock
ton?" — well, you can alway play
cards tonight, or you can stop
by the Y and talk to Y director
Stan Stevens or to John Nichols.
You may even pick up an appli
cation.

Steak
Sandwich

Vi Pound

With French Fries

1/2 Lb. Ground Round Steak .... 89
Sizzler Top Sirloin Steak
1.29
New York Cut Steak
1.49
n*r>dt

STATlOHERy
UNIVERSITY

BOOK STORE

Above Orders Served With French Fries or Baked Potato
Children's Portions

V* Price on Steak Dinners

Food Prepared
To Take Out

TRY THIS! A STEAK YOU CANT AFFORD TO MISS
— Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. — Daily —

THE SIZZLER NO. 31
FACING PAYLESS
848 Benjamin Holt Drive — Stockton, California
Eugene & Ruby Steele

Phone 477-7807

Doctor, Lower, Indian
Tinker, Tailor, Merchant,
So your're a senior and you're
about to enter into a career. The
UOP placement office is oriented
to help find the right position for

y°u-

,.

Thomas Thompson, director
of the placement service, located
in the North Quad Social Hall,
says that his office is always open
to the questions of the inquiring
student.
The placement office provides
most of the necessary tools need
ed in locating a position. These
tools include a catalogue of job
opportunities, pamphlet files on
prospective employers, campus
locations for placement communi
cation, and other miscellaneous
services.
The College Placement Annual,
which lists some 2,000 job op
portunities, will be distributed to
all seniors about October 15.
According to Thompson, this
catalogue can be one of the most
important tools in locating a
suitable career placement. The
catalogue answers many ques-

Senate Discusses
Union, Academics,
Faculty Evaluation
(Continued from Page 7)
must now work with the Univer
sity to determine content and
particulars of the building. In
terested people may apply in the
PSA office.
Future Plans
Bob Fields, co-communications
commissioner, next revealed
plans for the faculty evaluations
committee. These plans call for
a course critique, to be published
in time for the spring semester,
which will tell students about the
courses offered.
A student survey is also to be
conducted concerning various
classes and professors. The re
sults will not be published, but
will be turned over to professors
in the hope that the study may
help instructors evaluate their
classes. A similar study will be
published in two years.
Syd Wright of the Academic
Standards Commission, presented
a resolution reorganizing the
Academic Standards Committee
into a group of six members, one
from each class of COP and one
from each cluster college. The
Academic Standards Commis
sioner, the associate commis
sioner, and the honor code chair
man would be on the committee.
These six students would also
serve on the Student-Staff Rela
tions Committee, which would in
clude a proportional number of
administration and faculty mem
bers.
Because the resolution
might necessitate a Constitutional
amendment, the Senate tabled
the resolution awaiting further
study.
Committee Members
The Senate sub - committees
were also set up. The Constitu
tion and Rules Committee will
consist of Pete Morales, Ray
mond College, as chairman; Pam
Driver, pan-Hellenic; Phil Hinckle, off campus; Art Caterall, off
campus; and Bruce Menke, men's
interdorm. Art and Bruce are
ex-officio members of the cona
mittee.

.. Berndt Kolkcr New

tions about procedures for inter
views, training programs, and
military obligations and careers.
Once prospective employers
are tentively selected, students
can obtain pamphlets which de
scribe the requirements, oppor
tunities, and benefits of employ
ment with the respective field or
company. A wide range of upto-date literature is always avail
able in the office.
The office maintains bulletin
boards around the campus so that
seniors know when employer rep
resentatives come to Pacific.
Schedules of
interviews are
placed on the boards located on
the 1st floor of the Administra
tion Building and in the North
Quad Social Hall. Also, sched
ules are listed periodically in the
Pacific Weekly.
Thompson states that ques
tions about interviews always
come up. Commenting on the
time to take interviews, Thomp
son feels that interviews taken
early in the senior year provide
the senior with both deeper
knowledge of his prospective em
ployer and the experience which
assures confidence and poise for
later interviews. Thompson re
minds students to always sign up
for an interview several days in
advance.
The placement office maintains
information on summer jobs for
students of all levels, but parttime placement is handled by the
Financial Aids Office in the Ad
Building.

the

"I'm new here," said Raymond
Provost Berndt Kolker, and that
he is. Provost Kolker has taken
the reigns from VVarrcn Martin,
former provost, and is now guid
ing Raymond College.
Before coming to Pacific, Kol
ker served as director of the De_
partment of Applied Economics
at the Houston Research Insti
tute. Previous to holding his po
sition in Houston, Kolker was
Vice President and Director of
Research and Continuing Educa
tion at the University of Kansas
City.
Kolker graduated from Friedrich Wilhelm University in Ber
lin, Germany in 1936. He then
went to Cambridge University in
England for post graduate work
in Economics.
After that he
attended Sorbonne in Paris,
France.
When asked about his graduate
work at Cambridge, Kolker re
plied, "Cambridge was one of the
forerunners in the cluster college
idea." He went on to say, "A
cluster college system within a
university is the best answer to
keep higher education from de
veloping into a factory mass pro
duction."
Kolker was asked why he came
to UOP and took the position of
provost at Raymond. He was
quick to say, "I was impressed
with UOP's imaginative new
look, and the bold approach that
it has demonstrated. The posi
tion of provost of Raymond Col
lege is one which offers me a

END ZONE
for Refreshment
- OPEN -

MONDAY - THURSDAY 7:30 A.M. - 11:00 P.M.
FRIDAY 7:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
SUNDAY 2:30 - 10:00 P.M.

i i«
n
challenge.'
Kolker stated that Raymond s
plans for the near future are to
evaluate what has been accom
plished so far, find weaknesses,
and strengthen further the strong
areas.
The general attitude that the
Raymond students have toward

-—

Provost Kolker is one of
respect, according to several
mond students interviewed b
Pacific Weekly.
According to Provost K
and the students, it appears
Raymond will have many
perous ventures under the lea
ship of Provost Kolker.

REVLON'S
"The Wild
Frosted Wines

Clinical Pharmacy
106 Weber Hall - U.O.P.

ALSO OPEN FOR GAMES

MVO i

IV)c J(gQfirtri

San loaquin at Weber — 2323 Pacific

So light they float on water!
BATES FLOATER BOOTS
. . . for the man who likes the smart
look and solid comfort of a boot . . .
yet demands weightless comfort as well

Pacific Weekly
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Homecoming Stars
Dick and Dee Dee
"The Sound of Music" is the
theme chosen for this year's
Homecoming Weekend festivities
beginning Friday night, Oct. 28,
with a formal rally being held in
the Conservatory. The crowning
of the Queen will be the main at
traction during this gathering.
Dick and Dee Dee will lend sup
port to the festivities, and there
will be a quartet contest between
the living groups.
Immediately following the for
mal rally the Social Committee is
sponsoring a bonfire in the
Greek Theatre. The Queen will
formally begin her reign and
Dick and Dee Dee will again
make an appearance.
Saturday, Oct. 29, at 10 a.m.
the Homecoming Parade will be
held, place to be announced later.
The Homecoming activities will
be concluded by the game with
San Jose State and the dance
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Dick and
Dee Dee will provide the main
musical background, supported
by the Sir Douglas Quintet and
the Epics.

Ground level construction proceeds on the new Academic Facili
ties building. The target date for completion remains next fall.

Help with all the weekend ac
tivities is needed'.

lennie Ground Obsolete-Facilities Bldg. Reigns

The new Academic Facilities
being constructed on
site of the old tennis courts,
scheduled for completion in
Se >tember of next year. It will
much-needed office and
space for the cluster
which presently must use
space for faculty offices.
on Stadium Drive, the
0 will stand two stories
;h. It will be built in the same

basic style as the other buildings
on campus. However, more glass
will be used, along with dramatic,
modern white columns.

more classrooms.

Milton Lambertson, Director
of Purchasing at Pacific, stated
that the structure is being built
around a central courtyard where
trees will be planted. Within the
building, there will be many
offices for the faculties of the
cluster colleges in addition to

can be used by the entire school
until the cluster colleges are in
full operation.

IESP Boom

How does it feel to live with a
family while attending college in
a foreign country? Nine students
from UOP who went on the In
stitute of European Studies Pro
gram last year agree that it is an
extremely worthwhile experience.
During a Coffee Hour, which
will take place in the Gold Room
of the Anderson Y at 4 P.M. on
October 13, these students who
went to Vienna will give brief re
ports and answer questions about
their year abroad.
Dean Harold Jacoby, Acting
Chairman of the University of
the Pacific's Committee for Over
seas Studies, claims that since
1950, there has been a definite
explosion in the number of for
eign studies programs open to
students in the United States.
Through the limited program
ming of 1950, there were only
six schools operating s t u d y
abroad situations, while today,
more than 200 programs serve
students from all over the United
States.
To qualify academically for
most of the study programs, a
student must have maintained
from between a 2.5 to a 3.0 Ac
cumulated Grade Point Average
or better. If a student wishes to
go on the Institute of European
Studies he must also obtain ap
proval and recommendation from

the University of
faculty committee.

the Pacific's

Although the University of
the Pacific has no official pro
gram of its own, it has affiliated
itself with the Institute of Euro
pean Studies which operates cen
ters in Paris, Madrid, Vienna,
Freidburg and Nantes. Because
of this affiliation, students who
intend to travel on this billet may
turn in their applications directly
to the committee; but, if students
wish to go on another program
from any other college, they must
make their own arrangements.
Applications must be in no
later than April 1, 1967.
The students who took part in
last year's program said that the
Institute of European Studies
was one of the most valuable ex
periences in their lives, because
it broadened their total outlook
on knowledge and life. Judith
Edwards, Katherine Reiter, Vic
kie Relfe, Ellen Torrance, and
Bonner Williams, all members of
Kappa Alpha Theta partook in
the program; also Carolyn Sue
Towne, Quad V; and Patricia
Barker, Delta Gamma.
Dean Jacoby explained that the
Institute Studies is in most cases
more beneficial because it "brings
the student more readily into
contact with the people and cul
ture of the society in which the
center is located".

Although this

building is ultimately for use by
the three cluster colleges, Ray
mond, Covell, and Callison, it

According to Robert Winterberg, Financial Vice President,
an additional feature of the
building is an auditorium with a
seating capacity of approximately
120. There will be Continental
seating in the auditorium which
provides a great deal of leg room
and also an unobstructed view.
The auditorium can be used by
groups at Pacific as well as groups
outside the school.
Parking
space will be provided in back of
the building.

Just back from a year abroad studying in Europe these Pacific
coeds reminisce about a year of unforgettable experiences.

Danforth Awards; Apply Immediately
Next March, approximately
120 Danforth Graduate Fellow-

ships will be awarded to seniors
or recent graduates of accredited
U.S. colleges.

Dr. Herbert Rein-

elt, UOP campus representative,

HOUSEWIVES!
Looking for a
TEMPORARY JOE!

invites inquiries

from

students

with serious interest in college
teaching as a career and who
plan to study for a Ph.D. in a
field common to undergraduate
colleges.
Applicants may be single or

has moved to
\?EBERSTOWN MALL,
We still carry Lanz, Geno, Ricco, plus Villager
and other new lines.

lirAI1

EMPLOYERS
OVERLOAD

LU says CALL 464_4664

L

COMPANY

Affiliated with ACE Employment Agency
423 East Miner Ave.

married, must be less than thirty
years of age, and may not have
taken

any

graduate or profes

sional study beyond the bacca
laureate.
The Danforth Foundation was
founded in 1927 by the late Wil

We will be more than happy
to see you, so do come in

^AMPUS LANE
4950 Pacific Ave.

WEBERSTOWN
Phone 477-8011

"^7

ITS
FUN to
Be BUSY!

liam H. Danforth, St. Louis busi
nessman and philanthropist. The
Foundation's primary aim is to
strengthen

education

through

programs of fellowship and work
shops, and through grants to
schools, colleges, universities, and
other educational agencies. In
terested students should see Dr.
Reinelt, 205 Bannister.
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Bengals Travel to New Mexico
In Attempt to Even Record at 2-2
Pacific's Tigers face another
tough, experienced football team
tomorrow night when they take
on New Mexico State's Angels in
Las Cruces, N.M.
The Aggies are led by Tailback
Jim Bohl, a 5-10, 190 pound sen

.
»
i • J
ior who was the nation's thirdleading rusher last season with
1191 yards. Bohl is currently
leading the nation in rushing
with 422 yards in 89 carries.
The Aggie superstar is a
great broken field runner, and

u<ic olfoa^v
has
already Ivp.ti
been drafted by the
Philadelphia Eagles of the Na
tional Football League. Bohl s
finest game to date was NMSU s
23-10, victory over Arlington
State, when he romped for 142
yards in 22 carries, including one
79-yard scamper.
New Mexico State will be try
ing to make the Bengals their
fourth victim of the still-young
season. The Aggies opened the
'66 season with a 35-6 win over
Howard Payne (Texas), but lost
the following week to undefeated
North Texas State, 25-21. NMSU
then knocked off Arlington, and
followed last week with a stun
ning 23-7, upset win over always
tough Utah State.

It's a bus born in the year Harry Truman surprised Tom Dewey
that carries Anyone's tennis crowd across the levee and into
treeless territory.

Tennis Classes Gify On Despite
Bus Breakdowns, Short Trip
Tennis players at UOP journey
across the river this semester to
the school's new courts on the
edge of the levee. Devoid of
trees and cracks, the area boasts
eight courts and a large practice
wall. The PE department treats
students to the fun of a bus ride
to and from the class, in addi
tion to use of the new area.
The bus, vintage '48, carries
the players across the bridge to
their exercises forehand serve.
Also adding to the excitement of
the situation are the few break
downs the bus has had in its first
two weeks.
Students who may be surpris
ed at this new arrangement are
informed that the old tennis
courts are being converted into
an area for the new office and
classroom building for the clus
ter colleges.

New pages have been written
into the PE ledger as a result of
the change in location. Classes
start earlier and end earlier. No
player is allowed on the courts in
hard soled' shoes of any nature.
Students will also note that the
ride over provides time to know
your instructor better.

Pacific will be trying to get
back in the win column after suc
cessive setbacks by West Texas
State and Idaho. The Aggies are
probably taking the Tigers
lightly, and chances for a Pacific
upset are good. The Tigers have
had their best week of practice
since the Los Angeles State game
and appear ready to give New
Mexico State a real fight.
The Tigers return home the
following week to face the Uni
versity of Montana in a night
game at Tiger Stadium.
All interested frosh basketball
players contact Coach Willens in
the gym.

Inexperienced Pacific Harrier
Travel to Sacramento Tomorrov|
Davis and Humboldt State
highest Pacific could place
ninth. Stikes attributed this
failing partially to an insufficit
number of days for condition^
"We are a young club, high
spirit, but deficient in experien
although we hope to be part
Pacific's 'new look' in no tint.

Pacific's cross-country team,
coached by ex-football great
Greg Stikes, is a squad of young
harriers lacking sufficient exper
ience in college competition.
The only returnees from last
year's squad are Steve Hair, who
missed the majority of last sea
son due to an illness, John Mills,
Ned Hutchinson, and Charles
Middaugh. Rounding out the
rest of the team are Freshmen
Mike Koerner, Gordon Wright,
Pete Peterson, and Mike Sieger.
In their first
outing against

Pacific will travel to Sac:,
mento on Oct. 8 and the foil
ing week will invade SonoJ
State. Pacific will host an in
tational meet on the 21st of ()

First
Choice
Of The
Engageables
And, for good reasons . . . like smart styling
to enhance the center diamond . . . guaranteed
perfect (or replacement assured) . . . a brilliant
gem of fine color and precise modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in your ring assures lifetime sat
isfaction. Select your very personal Keepsake at

Delicious Home-Made

Ice Cream

your Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find him in the
yellow pages under "Jewelers.
R E G I S T E R E D

Keepsake'

2011 Pacific Ave.

D I A M O N D

Sunday Noon — 9 p.m.

R I N G S

Daily — 8:30 a.m. - 9 pan.

OPEN DOORS
WITH THIS STUDENT

IDENTIFICATION
CARD

GIFTS
PRICES FROM $100. TO $5000. RINGS ENLARGED TO SHOW BEAUtY OF DETAIL.

PARTY SUPPLIES
ART SUPPLIES

3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031
Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

® TRADE-MARK REG. A. H. POND COMPANY, INC. ESTABLISHED 1892.

Get this card when
you open your convenient, low-cost Special
Checking Account—the easy way to handle
money. Get postage-paid Bank-By-Mail enve
lopes, too. Another action service for college
students from the bank for action.

THE BANK OF
CALIFORNIA
IN STOCKTON: 6255 NO. PACIFIC AVENUE

: HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING \
I Pieasa send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement
• and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for only 2bc. J
- Also, send special ofter of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.

NameAddressCity—
State-

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
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F Spoils Pacific's Soccer
McDonald Bulls For Three Scores,
>ague Debut With 5-1 Victory Leads Vandals Past Tigers, 28-7
ie

University of San FranDons convincingly turned
the local soccer squad last

Juan Martin to convert for one
point.

rday before a disappointed
d of 250 (or less) on Knoles
1. The final score was 5-1.

The Dons are now reportedly
ranked among the top five soccer
teams in the nation.

ie envious display of TEAM,c:rk suddenly brought UOP's

Despite the dismal outcome,
several Tiger defenders, question
marks before game-time, manag
ed to distinguish themselves for
the Orange and Black. Goalie
Washington Andrade put in a
typically well-played ninety min
utes with eleven saves. But Juan
Flores and Juan Gonzales also
came through with outstanding
performances. The Dynamic Duo
was all over the place as they
spared nothing to derail oncom
ing Dons.

d-new West Coast Intercolte Soccer Conference record
reading of one defeat against
ictories.
>nsistent passing and drib(also known as ball conkept the Bengals back on
4ise most of the afternoon,
well-balanced attack allowed

Although they broke even in
the final statistics, the UOP football Tigers found themselves on
the short side of the final score
as they dropped a 28-7 verdict to
the University of Idaho Vandals
last Saturday.

Idaho fullback Ray McDonald
lived up to his All-America bill
ing as he bullied his way for three
touchdowns, the margin of vic
tory for the hosts who celebrated
their Homecoming weekend with
a gridiron win, their first of the
1966 season.
Before Pacific could get on the
scoreboard, McDonald had rack
ed up his three touchdowns on

different San Franciscans to

ijr ie Tigers never really posed
e rious scoring threat, as the
Pacific tally was picked-up
r unexpectedly in the second
a. The visiting goalkeeper
can throw the ball farther
most people can kick it) was
mplete control at his end of
leld except for one brief mowhen he fumbled, allowing

two one-yard plunges and an 81-

It was basically the lack of co
ordination between the back and
front lines that spelled certain
doom for Pacific. Showing only
brief flashes
of brilliance, the
offensive wing failed to get off
the ground.

yard scoring gallop. That 81yard jaunt was by far the biggest
chunk in McDonald's personal
total of 176 net yards rushing.
Pacific's interior line was fairly
successful in stopping McDon
ald's up-the-middle thrusts and
refused to yield any yardage at
all to the 240-pound fullback on
several key plays.

Tomorrow afternoon the Ti
gers will face the Cal Aggies on
Knoles Field. Game time is 2
p.m.

Tiger Tackle Eric Prince, an all-out hustler, knows what i". takes
to stay in a ball game after getting racked up — besider the
liberal quantities of adhesive tape that put him L-ek in the game
against West Texas State two weeks ago.

Mike Haben Honored As Tiger
of Week For Play Against Idaho
Offensive center Mike Habm
has been named Tiger of the
Week for his work in last Satur
day's game with the University

COMPONENTS

of Idaho.
Haben's offensive
blocking helped open holes in the
over-sized1 Vandal line, and thus
he played a big part in the Tiger
ground game which ran up 176
yards rushing on the afternoon.
Haben, a 6-3, 220-pound jun
ior, is playing his first season for
the Bengals. He won the start
ing center job at Pacific after
transferring from junior college.

As was the case in the previous
week's game with West Texas
Sta?Pf.cifrc's only score came
on a touchdown pass thrown by
quarterbac.t Bob Lee. Lee capped
a four-play, oo-yard touchdown
drive with an 11-yard paydirt pass
to flanker
Bob Ricoli.
Lee,
strictly a drop-back passer in
other appearances, rushed for 38
yards, a figure which placed him
second to fullback Jack Layland
in the Tiger ground offensive.
For the third straight game,
Layland led the team in rushing
yardage, picking up 66 yards in
12 carries.

For the game both Pacific and
Idaho gained 138 yards through
the air, the only difference being
that the Vandals picked off three
Pacific passes. The hosts outgained the Tigers on the ground,
217 to 152, with McDonald's
long run accounting for the dif
ference.

RECORDS

NEW 'HOP TWIST' SLACKS OF CRESLAN**
The winning crew goes trim'n traditional! Authentic ivy Tapers in a
carefree blend of Creslan—the luxury acrylic fiber. Exclusive
'hop twist' fabric sheds wrinkles like magic. Pure ivy colors. $8.00

ED Tapers.

SERVICE

1
For nearest store write:
A-1 Kotzin Co., 1300 Santee Street, Los Angeles, California 90015

•Trademark of the American Cyanamid Company

2105 PACIFIC AVE.
^

MEN'S CLOTHIER

STOCKTON

^4i{kw<oHMie
6130 PACIFIC AVENUE
PHONE 477-0082
In M a r e n g o C e n f e r

VILLAGE H O N D A
Sales — Service — Rentals
824 BENJAMIN HOLT DRIVE
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
Bob Ames, Mgr.
—
477-7204
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Crowded Classes, Full Dorms

Full Schedule of Intrumuruls
Is Plunned By Odule, Zermeno
This fall's intramural program
will enable every Pacific student
to participate, according to grad
uate assistants Don Odale and
Ernie Zermeno, co-heads of the
intramural activities.
The touch football season will
match the talents of the football
minded. As in the past, football
intramurals will be divided into
two leagues. The "A" league,
considered the strongest, is com
prised of Phi Sigma Kappa, last
season's champions, Delta Upsilon, Phi Kappa Tau, Phi Delta
Chi, Raymond and McConchie.
Since the "A" league consists of

1
1 '
only six teams, two round-robins
will be held to determine the
winner. The top three finishers
in the first
round will play each
other again in the second round;
the winner of the second roundrobin will be the champs.
The "B" league is supported
by West Hall, an independent
South Hall club, Jackson Inde
pendents, Quad T, AKL, Delta
Upsilon, Phi Kappa Tau and
Raymond. Due to the greater
number of teams participating in
this league only one round-robin
will be required. The champions
of each league will receive a per
petual trophy but the winning

(Continued from Page 7)
other variable which happened to

"A league will also
team of the "A"
receive individual trophies. Odale
expects the football tourney to
last another five weeks.
Other sports events have been
planned in the immediate future
to retain the interest of all. The
annual swim meet will be staged
on the 10th and 11th of October.
Individual trophies will be pre
sented to the top eliminator in
each event.
Netmen can participate ih the
doubles tennis tourney, but the
deadline for signups is nearing a
close.
Later in November, a
cross-country
and badminton
tournament will be sponsored.

jet up.
There are also more adults
seeking to increase their educa
tion. Retired military men de
cide to embark on a new career.
Housewives come back to finish
their teaching credentials after
their children are old enough to
be on their own.
What is being done with it?
The 1750-1800 spaces available
to students through the housing
department are filled
to capacity.
It is interesting to note that
the men are on the increase.
There is now about a four to
three girl-boy ratio, where as five
years ago it was two to one. Thus
the conversion of McConchie
and the cramming of men into
South and West Halls as well as
non-member termites in the fra-

lui-iiii;
ternity houses. This starts c,
ing the women population.
The housing situation wi]
somewhat relieved as stu<
drop out, transfer, or cancel
will also be helped by teache
Raymond moving their office
of about 50 available spaces
the new
Academic Facil
building next September.
Of course the biggest soli J
to the problem of housing wi j
the addition of dorms withit i
next two years. These can be
on a government loan. The t
of regents has not yet autho '
the building, but it is asjjl
they will be built as needed

J

which is soon.
>u
The crowded conditions
really come to view in ||2
classrooms this semester,
man classes are expected
(Continued Next Wee

WRA Plans Women s Activities
Feeling cramped in that crackerbox room of yours with roomies
1 and 2 getting more obnoxious
by the minute?
Are the gray
walls turning your personality
gray.'
Then hesitate not to particiextramural activities planned by
the Women's Recreation Asso
ciation.
This year's first
intramural
event was the swim meet held last
Tuesday, and according to intra
murals chairman, Kathy Curran,
there are to be many exciting fol
low-ups.
Volleyball will get under way
in about two weeks, pitting sec
tion against section and house
against house in the true spirit
of intramurals c o m p e t i t i o n .
Games will be played Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday nights.
In November, although no
dates are yet available, badminton
will be in the limelight, to be fol
lowed in December by basket
ball.
There is a possibility that the
women's intramurals and men s
intramurals might get together
during the year and host a few
co-ed "affairs" just to add spice
to life.
Sandy Kimbro, extramurals
chairman, has announced the
dates of some upcoming events
with other schools. Oct. 25 will
find UC at Davis visiting the
UOP campus about 4:00 p.m. for
a tennis tournament.

Then Nov. 1 and Nov. 17
UOP's girls will whip on over,
tennis rackets in hand, to Mills
College and San Jose State, re
spectively. Sandy also mention
ed that there have been and will
continue to be tennis practices at

4:00 p.m. every Tuesday, Wed
nesday, and Thursday.
Also on the agenda is a golf
tourney with Sacramento State on
their campus, Oct. 21. Two vol
leyball matches will round out
the month of November.
_

..

.

Water Poloists Beat Redlands
The University of the Pacific

impressive opponent. They threw

once again brought home victory
as the water polo team drowned
the U. of Redlands by a score of

the ball away several times, and

10 to 5.

drew many technical fouls.
The light for U. of Redlands

Leading the Pacific attack was
all American Jim MacKenzie
who tallied most of the goals.
Also impressive during the game
were Bart Nelson, "Spider" Jim
Hayes, Don Livoni, and a host
of freshman players.

was seen as their goalie played a
spectacular defensive game.
During the course of the game
the Tigers outswam Redlands,
but seemed to have trouble con
necting with passes. The fourth
quarter saw UOP pick-up many
goals as the offense began to
click.

At the onset of the game Pa
cific fell to a 2-0 defecit but soon
adjusted, and by the end of the
quarter the score was tied 3-3.
The troubles encountered by
the Tigers were few, but could
have meant defeat against a more

PAUSON'S
CALIFORNIA

Visit Our Fine Cosmetic
Department for Beauty Advice
— We Feature —
Revelon — Bonnie Bell
Helena Rubinstein—Allecreem
Dorothy Gray—Max Factor
— Fragrances —
Shalimar — Feberge
My Sin — Mary Sherman
Arpage — Jean Nate
Worth — Madam Rochas
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GO IN VAN HEUSEN
PERMANENT-PRESS VANOPRESS®

JOHN

CHINCHIOLO

MUSTANG SHOP

"417" DACR0N®/C0TT0N OXFORD
r-vTR

MM HU%M

Permanently-pressed the day they're

119361]["Professional Prescription
Weberstown Shopping

Center

Stockton — Phone 477-2672

i

1

made, these oxford favorites are a

SPECIALISTS"

smooth blend of 65% Dacron® poly

| 9K. MARENGO SUoepUvf CENTER
| 6037PACIFIC AVE..STOCKTON

ester/35% cotton. Authentic styling
with slimmer, trimmer fit; classic but

YOU SHOULD KNOW . . . I a m o f A r m e n i a n d e s c e n t a n d i n o u r l a n g u a g e t h e w o r d

DOK

means

hot, while "SHOONS" is the word for dogs, hence: DOK SHOONS or hot dogs - an unusual name

ton-down collar; front placket and

m

back pleat. In White, Blue, Maize,

and you will learn an unusual taste treat.

Linen, Pink, Champagne. Also stripes

Next to Tiptons, across from Payless, adjacent to Islander, attached to Village Theatre, above
ground, below sky, FREE DOK SHOONS for this week go to - John Quaccia, Jim MacKinsey, and
Juan Martin.

of the same colors on white. Short

|||

sleeve $6, Long sleeve $7

m

®DuPont (TM) for its polyester fiber

igf
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OPEN A PAUSON'S CHARGE ACCOUNT-TAKE 12 MOS. TO PAY

B

H
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6527 PACIFIC AVENUE

Telephone 478-1900

SAN FRANCISCO, KEARNY & SUTTER • DALY CITY,
WESTLAKE • SAN MATEO, HILLSDALE • SAN LEANDRO,
BAY FAIR • SAN JOSE, VALLEY FAIR • SAN JOSE, 127
S. FIRST ST. • STOCKTON, WEBERSTOWN • FREMONT,
THE HUB • MOUNTAIN VIEW, MAYFIELD MALL

